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Ten UNH Students Going South 
To Regbter S. Corolinn Negroes
About to have dinner in the Durham room o f the MUB are, 
left to right, theoretical physicist Hans A. Bethe, Spaulding 
Lectures committee chairman Albert F. Dagget, and University 
executive vice president, Jere A. Chase. Dr. Bethe spoke at 
1 p.m. in New Hampshire Hall on “ Strategic Stability and 
Disarmament.”
The Arms Race Is Over; 
Now ''W e Must Disarm”
By Linda Clarke
“ I don’ t foresee any further 
substantial increase in weapons 
technology in the next decade.”
According to Hans A. Bethe, 
theoretical physicist, and the se­
cond S p a u l d i n g  Distinguished 
Lecturer, the arms race has 
stopped and the world today en­
joys a strategic stability based 
upon the invention of the under­
ground ICBM missile. He ex­
plained that this missile greatly 
reduces the possibilities of sur­
prise attack and the benefits of a 
first strike.
“ The invention of the under­
ground ICBM missile was as im­
portant as the invention of the 
atomic bomb,” he said. “ At best 
the enemy can only disable as 
many of our missiles as he uses 
of his own.” Thus, he explained, 
there is an exchange pressure 
of one to one and this ratio makes 
the counterforce strategy, used in 
the last war, implausible.
! Bethe described the polaris 
; submarine as “ one of the best 
peace -  keeping weapons avail­
able.”
“ Armaments have not given us 
security. We must disarm,” he 
said. Bethe explained that armed 
countries rely on reasonable rul­
ers of other armed countries and 
that madmen come to power from 
time to time. “ Adolph Hitler ex­
pected and desired Germany to 
go down with him and expected 
and desired the world to go down 
with him. Can you imagine,” he 
asked the audience, “ what would 
have happened if he had had con­
trol of nuclear weapons?”
“ This is why disarmament is 
necessary,” he said.
Bethe warned that new weapons 
like the anti-ballistic missile 
(NKE-ZEUS, that shoots down 
incoming ballistic m i s s i l e s )  
would disturb the prevailing stra- 
(Continued on page 12)
Ten UNH students will spend 
Spring vacation in Columbia, 
South Carolina to help register 
Negro voters.
Rev. Joseph B. Axenroth, ad­
visor to the United Protestant 
Association, which is financing 
part of the project, and Bern An­
derson, a graduate student in 
sociology, will lead the group.
The ten students are; Linda 
Harlow, Larry Golden, Winthrop 
Rhoades, Donna Anderson, Ellen 
Siegel, Barbara Clayton, Heather 
Hall, Solomon Kalmanovitz, Keith 
Dewy and Larry White.
The students will spend the 
week living at a Negro college in 
Columbia. They will pay for car 
transportation and eating costs 
down and back. The UP A handles 
all expenses in Columbia.
Once in Columbia the group 
will join other college students 
throughout the country for a day 
of orientation. They will be brief­
ed on the political situation, the 
legal aspects of the drive and 
other essentials.
The Young Women’ s Christian 
Association is in charge of co­
ordinating the efforts of the stu­
dents and will organize them into 
integrated teams of Negro and 
white students.
The selected partners, usually 
a Negro girl and white boy or 
visa-versa, will then be assigned 
a Negro section of the city and 
go from door to door in an at­
tempt to dispell any fears Neg­
roes may have and to encourage 
them to register. Eligible and 
willing Negroes will then be dri­
ven to city hall to register.
“ The purpose of the drive is 
two-fold,” Rev. Axenroth said.
“ First it is designed to ac­
quaint participating students with 
social and political conditions in
the deep south. Second, it is to 
make known to a fear-ridden and 
intimidated people that they do in­
deed have rights and that they 
should exercise them.”
He led a similar trip to Vir­
ginia last Spring.
“ A project like this is a growing 
experience,” said Jack Mangold, 
a graduate student who went to 
Richmond Virginia to register 
voters last spring.
“ True,” he added, “ the project 
is prey to emotionalism and cyni­
cism . But it’ s a job that has to be 
done. And the only way to get it 
done is to work on it.”
“ After the third day, it becomes 
an emotional strain. It does 
something to you inside to ac­
tually see people afraid to vote. 
One old man in his seventies told 
us to go away when we knocked 
on his door. We explained what 
we were there for, and he broke 
down in tears. But we could not 
overcome his fears.
“ During another visit we spoke 
to a Negro woman,” Mangold 
continued. “When we asked her if 
she was registered, she said yes, 
and ran upstairs to show us her 
card. She had it wrapped securely 
in an immaculate white handker­
chief, and unwrapped it before us 
as if it were a treasure. We all 
admired it. Then she wrapped it 
back up, meticulously, and took
it upstairs again.”
On the 15th of March, Rev. 
Axenroth sent a letter to a num­
ber of New Hampshire churches 
describing the project and asking 
for contributions.
Students must bear a portion of 
the costs, but it was estimated 
that an additional $300 would have 
to be drawn from UFA funds.
Rev. Axenroth said yesterday 
that he had received about $75 
so far.
One reply to his letter appeared 
in Tuesday morning’ s MAN­
CHESTER UNION LEADER on the 
editorial page. Rev. C, Shannon 
Morgan of Pittsfield wrote that 
“ students of the University of New 
Hampshire should not be sent to 





Whittemore School Development And Kellogg Center 
Need $4,200,000; Students Have Given $36,035
By Lois Daigle and 
Mary-Eileen Besakirskis 
“ What’ s happened since we 
were asked to pledge the money?. 
I don’ t know much about it.”
This was the typical response 
of many faculty members and stu­
dents when questioned on the con­
tinuing education center to b^ 
built at UNH.
The UNH Centennial Develop­
ment Fund has staged a campaign 
to raise $4,200,000 for the 
Whittemore Business School and 
a Study and Conference Center. 
Of this amount $2,600,000 will 
finance Phase I of the Center.
The moneypledged by students, 
parents, faculty, staff, alumni, 
and trustees is expected to show 
the University’ s interest in the 
project according to Dan Ferber, 
head of the UNH Centennial Fund. 
The Centennial Fund has pre­
sently raised $36,035 from Uni­
versity students.
A grant from the Kellogg Foun­
dation will supply the remaining
funds. The University will be 
notified of the Foundation’ s de­
cision the first week of April, 
The $1,600,000 raised for the 
Whittemore School will strength­
en the School’ s capabilities to 
offer an educational program in 
modern business decision-mak­
ing. It will also expand the 
School’ s graduate -  level offer­
ings in business administration, 
Ferber said.
The Study and Conference Cen­
ter will provide conference fa­
cilities, space for continuing ed­
ucation programs, and studios for 
WENH-TV. An inn and dining 
hall will be built to provide 
housing and dining services for 
conference participants and for 
visiting parents and alumni,
Mr. Ferber said, “ University 
students will be able to use the 
new center:”
(1) They can attend lecture 
conferences pertaining to their 
classes or out of pure interest. 
Student participation is hoped
for in the conferences.
(2) Conferences will be held by 
students from colleges through­
out New England.
Ferber said that the new edu­
cation center provides “ an oppor­
tunity to have speakers from the 
center come to the University’ s 
classroom s and lecture.”
Faculty members and students 
hold various opinions on the edu­
cation center and Whittemore 
School.
“ I am basically in favor of the 
idea of a continuing center for 
Adult Education. I feel this is one 
area which is weak and in which 
the University can perform a 
valuable function,” Professor 
Ray Matheson of the Government 
Dept, commented.
“However, my major concern 
is whether or not the Adminis­
tration should be devoting time 
and funds on this project when 
perhaps effort could be better 
spent improving undergraduate 
(Continued on page 12>
“ I don’ t quite know how to act,” 
said Dr. Louis F. Fieser. “ This 
is the first memorial lecture I 
have given where the fellow is 
still with us,”
Dr, Fieser, one of the Harvard 
chemists responsible for the na­
palm bomb, an incendiary now 
being used in the war in Viet 
Nam, was the featured speaker in 
the Harold A. Iddles Lecture 
Series this week.
The series, honoring the for­
mer chairman of the chemistry 
department, who still teaches at 
UNH, was established in 1961 by 
friends of Dr, Iddles in recogni­
tion of his many contributions to 
the University.
The famed chemist, who served 
on the Federal Advisory Com­
mittee which reported on the link 
between smoking and cancer ad­
dressed a group of students and 
faculty Tuesday in James Hall in 
a technical lecture, “ Useful Rea­
gents Which No One Has Seen,” 
He also gave a general lecture 
Monday afternoon on “ The Scien­
tific Method: A Personal Account 
of Unusual Projects in War and 
Peace.”
Dr, Fieser, in his lecture 
Tuesday, gave a humorous ac­
count of experiments conducted 
for the government in the 1940’ s, 
“ The National Defense Com­
mittee wanted us to see what role 
science could play in war,” he 
said.
(Continued on page 9) |
Robert Drinon
By Bob Ellis
“ Tomorrow will be a very sig­
nificant day...It may be a turning 
point. The eyes and ears of the 
world will be on Montgomery in 
the morning.” Fr. Robert F. 
Drinon, Dean of Boston College 
Law School, told about 200 people 
in the Catholic Youth Center au­
ditorium Wednesday evening that 
he hopes and prays that Martin 
Luther King and his followers will 
be singing not “We Shall Over­
com e,” but “We Have Overcome,” 
Thursday morning.
Father Drinon rapped the 
MANCHESTER UNION LEADER 
for criticizing members of the 
clergy who “ are interfering” in 
southern civil rights demonstra­
tions. He called the LEADER 
“ the only dark spot in the New 
Hampshire landscape,” and said 
that anyone who blindly criticizes 
northern sympathizers not only 
does not understand the problem 
but refuses to understand it,
“ The only forum to which these 
people can take their griev­
ances,” Drinon said, “ is the 
streets. The time is past for 
legislation.”
Substandard housing, employ­
ment and educational opportuni­
ties are the three main areas of 
discontent in the north he said 
and nothing short of drastic ac­
tion can result in any marked 
improvement.
“ We have crippled the Negro 
and now we criticize him be­
cause he limps,” The Negro can- 
(Continued on page 12)
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The Dfynity of Man
A UNH professor has said that we don’t want 
the Mississippi or Alabama brand of police State in 
New Hampshire.
He was speaking against the Feldman Bill.
How would we have reacted if during the rally 
of February 25th the State troopers, the sheriff and 
his posse had interrupted our rally, kicked and beat­
en their way through the crowd, forced students and 
professors back to their dormitories and houses, and 
brutalized those who resisted? What would we have 
done if during the chaos which would have followed, 
a student or teacher were murdered?
We are told that the same United States Con­
stitution applies equally to Alabama as New Hamp­
shire. It is this same constitution, sadly enough, that 
gives license to both official and non-official violence 
by virtue of government inaction. By this same Con­
stitution then, we are related to Alabama andi to 
Alabama’s freedom movement.
Selma, Alabama, is the center of a struggle tak­
ing place in nineteen Alabama counties described as 
the “Black Belt” because of their heavy Negro popu­
lation. Fifty-Seven percent of the residents in Dallas 
County are Negroes, the minority whites. But only 
.9% of the eligible Negroes are registered to vote, 
according to the Civil Rights report. Voting, 1961. 
Registration of eligible whites is 64%.
On October 8, 1963, Civil Rights workers launch­
ed a South-wide “ One Man-One Vote” open registra­
tion with residence and age the only requirement.
From February 1963 to the present. Civil Rights 
workers and local Negroes trying to gain their conf- 
stitutional rights have faced almost daily harrass- 
ment from law officers and private citizens.
At the University of New Hampshire, we were 
rightly distressed at the proposed legislative device 
to restrict the freedoms guaranteed us by the First 
Amendment. Fortunately for us, it did not happen, 
but perhaps now is the time to stop saying it cannot 
happen here and begin saying let’s not let it happen 
in Alabama.
The dignity of man is seriously at stake.
Ellen Siegel
Letters to the Editor
Misconceptions
To the Editor:
I am moved to comment on 
Mrs. Sanford’s letter to the edi­
tor in the Mar. 11 NEW HAMP­
SHIRE because it seems to me 
to contain some general falla­
cies increasingly built in the 
public mind.
The first is the matter o f 
“ permitting Communist speak­
ers, but prohibiting prayer in 
the public schools.”  This is the 
type o f issue that appears on 
the surface to be related —  ac­
tually they are at the opposite 
ends of the poles. The speaker 
issue is an attempt to preserve 
to the individual the right of 
access to the public ear, where­
as, the prayer issue is an at­
tempt to prevent the state from 
forcing a religious viewpoint 
on the individual. The Supreme 
Court decision on prayer says 
essentially that religion is a 
strictly personal matter entire­
ly divorced from the state, and 
that the state, in this case the 
school system, may not invade 
personal privacy by requiring 
the prayers or offering what 
amounts to official prayers. As 
far as I know, any individual 
can sit in school and pray all 
day long if he so desires, but he 
may not be coerced into prayer 
or religious exercise. This de­
cision increases freedom and 
not diminishes it. Many indi­
viduals, for personal reasons, 
do not wish to have religious 
attachments —  formal or infor­
mal. In a free society this is 
their obvious choice.
Additionally, once you start 
to limit the rights to opinions 
that you view to be repugnant, 
obnoxious, queer, dangerous, 
etc., there is no end. The next 
time an equally good case can 
be made for people who wish to 
prevent another view said to 
be dangerous, bad and so forth. 
Under this process, little by 
little the foundations of a free 
society are whittled away.
Lastly, the only possible rea­
son we can have to wish to 
limit the free speech or ideas 
we consider dangerous, is be­
cause we mistrust the collective 
wisdom o f our fellow citizens. 
We really are saying that we 
seriously doubt that our fellow 
citizens are capable o f judging 
on critical issues. Democracy 
is a dangerous institution — 
freedom to make right choices 





Letter to the Editor:
In reply to the letter in the 
March 11 New Hampshire, en­
titled; Reader’s Reply to “ Dem­
agogary” , I take exception to 
the editor’s title, which im­
plies that my letter on the 
Feldman Bill was for the pur­
pose o f seeking political gains.
consider this act as the low­
est form of unprofessional and 
unethical editorship.
Since R. B. Stone has refer­
red to the subject of the Mc­
Carthy era, I would be in fa­
vor of a similar (but well 
meaningful, intelligent and ob­
jective) investigation commit­
tee, to look into the pro-com­




I would like to express con 
cern over The New Hampshire’s 
attempt to stimulate student 
criticism of university courses 
and professors, and to publish 
the findings, “  . . as a supple 
ment to the University Cata­
logue,”  for the specific purpose 
of, “ enabling undergraduates 
to exercise their choice of time, 
course and professor with more 
accuracy and intelligence.”
Despite the inauspicious ti­
tle of “ Course Commentary 
Questionnaire,”  and the editor­
ial statement of March 18, “ The 
commentary will not attempt to 
evaluate a professor’s qualifi­
cations or his personality out­
side the classroom,”  the value 
judgments inherent in the ques­
tionnaire can be interpreted in 
no other way than that of an 
attempt toward critical evalua­
tion. It is in this regard that 
I believe The New Hampshire’s 
effort toward critical evaluation 
not only will fail, but further­
more constitutes dangerous in­
terference with the already un 
stable position of academic 
freedom within the university.
To properly justify the fore­
going admonitions, the follow­
ing factors must be considered 
The questionnaire is essentially 
a composite of similar attempts 
at other universities. As such, it 
does not adequately reflect the 
individuality o f this university 
nor does it properly reflect the 
needs of present or future stu­
dents at U.N.H. In addition, is 
it not possible that incomplete 
■or erroneous conclusions re­
sulting from the analysis o f 
such criticism could place the 
welfare of the faculty in se­
vere jeopardy? Although the 
actual dismissal of a faculty 
member based on the results o f 
such a cursory survey seems 
highly improbable, the negative 
could impose severe limitations 
upon the professional well-be­
ing o f iimocent individuals. 
C o nsequently, differentiating 
between good and poor courses 
without due regard to individ­
ual rights becomes extremely 
dangerous.
What then is the alternative ? 
A questionnaire carefully con­
ceived according to the princi­
ples o f valid investigation and 
prepared as the result of a co­
operative venture between stu­
dents and faculty would sub­
stantially protect the interests 
of everyone concerned while 
simultaneously fulfilling a just­
ifiable need. If it is not already 
so, constructive criticism and 
regular evaluation should be, in 
the fullest sense, an inalienable 
right of the serious student. In 
fact, optimum utilization o f 
the democratic process would 
require periodic if not regular 
evaluation to become an integ­
ral part of all educative prac­
tices. Evaluation functioning 
below this level serves only to
make a travesty of justice and 
reduce the level o f constructive 
communication to the level o f 
accusation and denial so tsrpi- 
cal o f direct personality con­
flicts.
Admittedly, to abandon the 
program of evaluation at this 
late date would be extremely 
wasteful. However, fulfillment 
in its present context would be 
equally dangerous. Consequent­
ly, I strongly recommend that 
the present program be utilized 
solely to provide a sound base 
for developing a second pro­
gram more amenable to the 
needs o f the students and fac­
ulty at U.N.H.
Franklin S. Adams




As state representatives and 
University of New Hampshire 
students, we would like to take 
this opportunity to thank the Uni­
versity administration and stu­
dent body for their efforts in 
helping to defeat the Feldman 
Bill.
Rep. Robert T. Call
Rep. Raymond J. McEachern
Rep. Reginald F. Smith
Outsider’s View
By Marvin Diamond
Experiments have shown that 
if you leave a monkey behind a 
typewriter long enough he will 
die of old age. Not so with THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE; they just keep 
producing. Newspaper men cannot 
stop writing articles and so it is 
with the staff of THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE; they just keep writing, 
unimportant is all direction of 
the writing except for the direc­
tion of downward which means 
space consuming.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y  THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE cannot obtain enough 
advertising to keep all creative 
writing of articles to below mini­
mum, So week after week THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE is plastered 
from wall to wall of the Univer­
sity, bearing its fruits like the 
apple tree amidst fields of poison 
ivy.
Is it any wonder among groping 
through a copy or two that they 
decided to give the paper away 
this year. Another year like this 
and their budget is going to read 
like the Alms Book of the Salva­
tion Army which pays people to 
take stuff off their hands.
The Editor, Edwin P. Tiffany, 
has been quoted as saying: “You 
win some, you lose some, and 
some get rained out,* That is not 
all Mr. Tiffany had to say but 
the rest was quite unintelli^ble.
The couch in Mr. Tiffany’ s of­
fice was rushed there by coun­
seling service not too long ago, 
just in case another emergency 
arises. The last one occurred 
when Mr. Tiffany was found try­
ing to eat 3,000 copies of THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
I do not normally write for 
the New Hampshire, but have 
the privilege of passing by their 
busy-bee office every day.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE to me 
is a controversial subject; it is 
loved, hated, read, not read, well 
written, terribly written, excit­
ing, boring and it makes good 
wrapping paper if you’ re in the 
fish business.
Seriously though, the paper is 
the hard work of more than twenty 
students at the University, How 
serious this paper is cannot be 
ascertained until you evaluate 
the paper and find that the writing 
is very similar to the work con­
tained in the book of Art Link- 
letter titled “What Children Say 
and Why they Say It.”




Strafford Rm., MUB 
8 pm
Admission Charged
“Merchant o f Venice
University Theater




Any students who are inter 
ested in working on the Orien­
tation Week Committee next 
fall should apply.
SATURDAY, MARCH 27
“ Merchant of Venice —
University Theater 
Johnson Theater PQAC 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 28
MU SO Poetry Reading 
TV Lounge MUB 7 p.m.
College Bowl
Strafford Rm., MUB 7:30 p.m. 
Acacia vs. Scott 
Phi Mu Delta vis. Randall 
Hunter vs. McLaughlin 
TKE vs. J. Doe
New York Pro Musica —
Blue and White 
Johnson Theater PCAC 8 p.m. 
Admission: Season ticket or 
$2.
A Pro Musica concert is an 
exciting excursion into the past 
musical; sacred works, lusty 
songs and dances, music o f the 
courts, and madrigals are part 
of the repertory.
Orientation Week Interviews
Rockingham Rm., MUB 7 p.m.
GYMNASTICS C LU B^ 
COED
Under the direction of 
Dr. Weiland and Miss Hall 
N. H. Hall 7:30-9:30 
EQUIPMENT 
Trampoline, Parallel Bars, 
Uneven Bars, Horse, Swed­
ish Box, Mats.
ATTIRE
Active Clothes, Informal 
Dress
ALL LEVELS OF SKILLS 
WELCOME
Began March 4th and held 
every Thursdajr.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31
Phi Kappa Phi Lecture —
Hans Rosenhaupt 
Strafford Room, MUB 8 p.m. 
The national director o f the 
Woodrow Wilson Foundation 
speaks following a banquet o f 
the Phi Kappa Phi honorary 
society.
THURSDAY, APRIL 1
Kimio Eto Recital 
Strafford Rm., MUB 1 p.m. 
The world’s foremost player 
of the koto, a harp-like instru­
ment, performs Japanese West­
ern classical music. Sponsored 
by the Music Department.
UNH Concert Orchestra 
Johnson Theater PCAC 8 p.m. 
The UNH Concert Orchestra, 
with Donald E. Steele as solo­
ist, performs Mozart’s Con­
certo in D Minor.
EXHIBITS 
MARCH 15 - APRIL 5
Student Photographs
Student work in various med­
ia from Studio Workshop— Art 
650.
Hewitt Hall Exhibition Cor­
ridor
MARCH 25 - APRIL 30
Michael Mazur Prints 
Etchings, Lift-grounds, and 




APRIL 1 - MAY 2
A rt Education: 5 Points 
o f View
An exhibition o f five schools’ 
approaches to art education. 
Scudder Gallery PCAC
UNH Sailing Club Schedule
April 25 BU Frosh Eliminations 
May 1 Yankee Regatta
at URI
May 8 - 9  UNH Bean Pot 
Regatta at Mendum’s Pond 
May 15 Freshmen at Tufts 
May 23 Varsity at Dartmouth 
The Bean Pot Regatta is the 
first race iS^ponsored by the 
club at its new location on Men­
dum’s Pond. In addition, the 
club is presenting two movies. 
“ Ship’s Belles at Mystic”  and 
“ Cruise of the Joseph Conrad” 
on April 21. Anyone desiring 
further information should 
contact Diane Herold at Ext. 
435.
Advance Sale o f Tickets for 
French Play
Tickets for L’Annonce Faite 
A Marie,”  by the Treteau de 
Paris Co., to be performed May
3 in Johnson Theater, will go 
on advance sale Monday and 
Tuesday, March 29-30, 10 a.m.-
4 p.m., at Thompson Hall, Rm. 
102. Price is $1.75 to Students, 
faculty and staff. The perform­
ance is sponsored by the French 
Section.
Reserve Books Over Vacation
Students wishing to take re­
serve books from the Library 
for Spring Vacation should ap­
ply for them at the main desk 
at 11 a.m. Friday, April 2 
(first come, first served).
No holds can be arranged be­
fore this time. Books will be due 
back at 9 a.m. Monday, April 
12. NB: This is a change from 
previous procedure, when books 
could be reserved in advance.
Attention Seniors and 
Graduate Students
Please check lists posted in
the following places and advise 
Mrs. Pike, Registrar’s Office, if  
your name should be added or 
deleted:
Thompson Hall Morrill Hall 
Kingsbury Hall Library 
Spaulding Life Science Building 
More Calendar
Study Rooms
Due to changes in the re 
quirements o f University Ex- 
tentension courses it is neces­
sary to change the room assign­
ments for the study rooms dur­
ing the second semester.
The following rooms will be 
available Sunday night through 
Friday night 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 
p.m.
Hamilton-Smith —  Room 20 - 21 
Room 101 
Room 214-215
Murkland Hall— Room 215
Canterbury Coffee House
The Canterbury Coffee House 
will be open from 10-12 p.m. on 
Friday, March 26th, as a place 
to go for soft light and soft 
music after the performance of 
Merchant of Venice” . On April 
23rd the Coffee House will re­
sume its regular hours (8:30 
-12) with an exciting new pro­
gram. Watch for announce­
ments.
WUNH-FM —  Specials for 
the week
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
Perspective (6:30 p.m.): Thisi 
week Steve Thompson and his 
guests (will discuss our nation 
as a land o f “ APATHY” . (In 
two weeks there will be a spec­
ial program on “FRATERNI­
TIES” .)
FRIDAY, MARCH 26:
“ HOUSE BILL No. 258: Leg- 
islative Control versus The 
Right to Know” , a special pro­
gram on the Feldman Bill in­
cluding excerpts from the 
House hearings and debates plus
exclusive interviews.
SUNDAY, MARCH 28:
Sunday Show (6 :15): A com­
plete news reviefw o f the week 
in Russian by George Mirigjan- 
ian.
College Bowl (7:30 p.m.): 
Once again the knowledge and 
ability o f  recall will be chall­
enged of the campus dorms, 
frats and sororities. I f you 
can’t attend, listen to it on 
WUNH.
MONDAY, MARCH 29:
Radio Russian (6:30 p.m.): 
George Mirigjanian presents a 
special trbute to Sergei Rach­
maninov with commentary.
Changes in Traffic 
Regulations
All fines must be paid within 
7 days at Room 107, Thompson 
Hall.
All petitions for waiver of 
fines must be submitted within 
7 days.
lAn invoice for unpaid fines 
will be sent after 7 days with 
the added 1 dollar fee for hand­
ling charges. Fines and fees 
after seven days are to be paid 
to the cashier in the Business 
Office.




uate grants and scholarships 
are due in the Financial Aids 
Office not later than April 15.
Application for UNH and 
National Defense student loans 
are due in the Financial Aids 
Office not later than July 15.
Poetry Reading in MUB 
Lounge
Messers. Batchelder and 
Edwards and Mrs. Jaffe will 
read selections from T.S. 
Eliot.
BRO D HEA D’S FORD VILLAGE
Dover Point Road, Dover, New Hampshire i
GRADUATION SPECIALS 
1964 FALCON Convertible
6 Std. Blue with White top $1,995 ANNUAL CLEARANCE
1964 VOLKSWAGON Station Bus $1,995 SALE
of
1963 COUNTRY SedM
9 Pass., Black with Red Interior 
8 Cylinder Automatic $1,795
1962 FORD Country Sedan
9 Pass. White with Red Interior 
V /8  Auto. Power Steering
$1,495 IMPORTED
1960 T-BIRD Hardtop
Automatic, power steering and brakes 




We can also work out advanced payments on a new car 
students graduating in June with intended employment.
$895
for any
3 ’om . in  3 e a L
11 Vaughan St. 436-6666 Portsmouth, N. H.
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Women's Rules 
Are Discussed
Two proposals of changes in the 
hours for women are being dis­
cussed by housemothers and Dean 
Elizabeth McQuade, Associate 
Dean of Students.
The rules, which would give 
juniors 3212 o’ clock per missions 
per semester on week nights and 
seniors unlimited 12 o’ clock per 
missions, were passed by the Wo 
men’ s Rules Committee. The ob­
jection of the housemothers is 
one of mechanics. A counselor 
would have to stay on duty until 
12 each night to keep the door 
open and some of the counselors 
have already signed contracts 
which don’ t provide for these 
extra hours.
Another meeting is scheduled 
for Monday and some agreement 
will be reached.
The two rules in question were 
voted on by women on the indi 
vidual housing units along with 
three others which are now in 
effect. They are, 1) freshman 
and sophomore women will have 
unlimited 11 o’ clock permission 
on week nights; 2) all women 
will have unlimited 1 o’ clock per­
missions on Friday and Satur­
day nights; 3) the 12 midnight 
library permission policy will 
continue,
WRC is a standing committee 
of the Student Senate which draws 
up regulations applying to women 
students.
N. Y. Pro Musica
Sunday night, March 28, the 
New York Pro Musica returns to 
the UNH campus for the Blue and 
White series.
The group, composed of a vocal 
sextet and four instrumentalists 
will be playing the music of fif­
teenth century Flanders and Bur- 
gandy.
First UNH Public Lecture In A Foreign Language 
Given By Yale French Professor, Henri Peyre
By Martha Emerson 
For the first time in the history 
of UNH a speaker gave a public 
lecture in a »foreign language, 
Henri Peyre, Sterling professor 
of French and chairman of Yale’ s 
Department of Romance Lan- 
gauges, lectured in French last 
Thursday on “ Le Malentendu ac­
tual Franco -  Americain” (The 
F r e n c h -  American Misunder­
standing).
More than 150 students and 
faculty from the University and 
several high school teachers and 
students listened to the one hour 
lecture. Many remained after­
wards to talk and question Mr. 
Peyre.
Mr. Peyre was invited to speak 
here by Dr. Hudon of the French 
Department. Mr, Hudon is a 
former colleague of M r.Peyre’ s. 
They both taught at Yale at the 
same time.
Mr. Peyre spent the early af­
ternoon in a discussion with Pro­
fessors Jaffe and Wurtzburg of 
the Government Department and 
several government majors. Dur­
ing the course of the discussion 
M". Peyre made the statement 
that “ DeGaulle had made the most 
changes in French society since 
Charlemagne.* Professor Wurtz­
burg, who is chairman of the 
Government Department, said 
that Mr, Peyre “ impressed us 
mightily.”
Mr. Peyre gave a lecture in 
Richards Auditorium atfourp.m. 
He discussed French American 
relations and current problems. 
He stressed the difficulty of 
maintaining understanding and 
rapport between two such diffe­
rent countries. Mr. Peyre sup­
ports DeGaulle and believes he 
has done much for France, Su­
zanne Berube, a French major, 
said of the lecture, “ He said 
some things which we Americans 
need to hear.” The entire lecture
Sitting in the Union last Thursday are left to right. Profes­
sor Parker, Professor emeritus in French, Mr, Casey, graduate 
French student, Henri Peyre, Ann Tullson, French major who 
spent last year in Paris, Professor Charles Leighton, chair­
man of the Languages Department here, and Roland Pomerleau, 
graduate student in French. (Photos by Miss Emerson)
“Let Me Tell You A ^ u t  The 
Advantages of Buying Life 
Insurance Now**
Paul B. Allen ’58
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
48 Bellamy Road 
Telephone 742-1642
M U T U A L  T R U S T
li fe i n s u r a n c e  comp any
Nothing fin er in LIFE INSURANCE
Spring Festival
5% DISCOUNT TO ALL UNH STUDENTS
COME AND SEE US FOR THE BEST 
IN NEW AND USED FOREIGN CARS
W e Specialize in Servicing of 
Foreign Cars—
—  Free Estimates —
Parts Readily Available 
' All Work by Time Clock 
Come and Test Drive a Car Today 
No Obligation 
No High Pressured Sales
IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
253 Middle St. Portsmouth, N. H.
Tel: 436-9400
Mon. - Fri. 8 - 8  Sat. 8 - 5
New  Earring Fad!
All 6 Pair 2 ^ 0 plus 10% lax
Six ways to look exotic! Heavenly, color­
ful drops slip-on in seconds. Typical set 
includes colorful ceramics, glass, an­
tique metal, etc. You get 6 pair of earring 
drops plus your choice of ‘ 'plerced- 
look ", screw-type holders or 14-karat 
gold pierced ear wire . . . a ll for $2.50. 
(Or 12 different pair and wire for $4.00.) 
Colors and styles of drops may vary. 
Add 10% Federal Tax. Postpaid.
The Play Time
283 Broadway, Arlington, Mass. 
r~ M A IL  THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TODAY!
Please send me_____ sets of earrings at
_____  plus 10% lax .Check one D  Pierced 
ear wire. □  Pierced-Look holders.
NAME_________________________________ —  j
ADDRESS_____________________________ I
I CITY________ — ZONE .STATE_______J
was in French,
A dinner was given in the Union 
for Mr, Peyre that evening. At­
tending the dinner were: Profes­
sor Parker, retired French pro­
fessor, P r o f e s s o r  Leighton, 
chairman of the Foreign Lan­
guages and Literatures Depart­
ment, Dr, and Mrs. Hudon, both 
professors of French, Professor 
Wurtzburg, chairman of the Gov­
ernment Department, Professor 
Rosen of the Economics Depart­
ment, Mile Limousin, professor 
of French, and Miss Polich, in­
structor in French. Also several 
French majors were invited, a- 
mong them Ann Tullson and Gail 
Munro.
Mr. Peyre has written several 
books. His most recent are “ Lit­
erature and Sincerity,” “Con-* 
temporary French Literature,” 
and an illustrated art b o o k ,  
“ Splendors of Christendom.”
Mr. Peyre, a native of Paris, 
has studied at the Sorbonne and 
holds honorary degrees from 
Bard College, Rutgers Univer­
sity, and the University of Miami. 
He has been chairman of the De­
partment of Romance Languages 
at Yale for 25 years. He is a 
member of the Selection Com­
mittee ofthe Guggenheim Fellow­
ship and a member of the Na­









Become a problem-solver and advisor to 
users of IBM computer systems in areas 
such as:
• real-time control of industrial processes
• commuhications-based information 
systems
• time-shared computer systems
• graphic data processing
• computer-controlled manufacturing 
systems
• management operating systems
• engineering design automation
All engineering and scientific disciplines are 
needed. IBM will give you comprehensive 
training, both in the classroom and on the 
job. Openings are available in all principal 
cities of the U.S.
For more information see your placement 
director, or call the nearest IBM branch 
office. If you prefer, write to G. A. Patterson, 
IBM Corporation, Room 1006,20 Providence 
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.
IBM
DATA PROCESSING DIVISION
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Senate Condemns Violence in Selma
By Irene Linscott
Student Senate passed a reso­
lution Monday night condemning 
the recent brutal action in Mont­
gomery and Selma. Senate is 
sending letters to the Governor
and New Hampshire congressmen 
urging them “ to support any leg­
islation which will guarantee the 
equal right to vote.”
The resolution, in full, read: 
Whereas, recent events have
caused great attention to be fo­
cused on a situation where many 
United States citizens are being 
denied their constitutional pero- 
gative of the right to vote.
Be it resolved that the Student
Nothing
can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks
Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those Lee- 
Prest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you 
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays 
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No 
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester 
and 50% combed cotton. For wash and w ear.. .with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made 
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look... smart, tailored fit. 
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't 
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $5.98 to $7.98.
Lee-PReST Leesures
Senate, as the representative 
body of the students of the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire:
First, reaffirm their convic­
tion in the right to vote of all 
United States citizens, regard­
less of race, color or creed;
Secondly, express their disgust 
with the apparent brutality and 
discrimination occuring in the 
South, as exemplified by events 
in Selma and Montgomery in the 
past few weeks;
Thirdly, send a letter to the 
Governor and the four New Hamp­
shire congressmen expressing 
the above sentiment and urging 
them to support any legislation 
which will guarantee the equal 
right to vote.
Hood Award
Nominations for the Hood A- 
ward for the outstanding male 
senior and for the Senior Wo­
man’ s Award were also made at 
Monday night’ s meeting. The men 
nominated w e r e :  Charles G. 
Douglas, Larry Golden, Ralph 
Leighton, William Hewitt, Philip 
Currier, Ralph Norwood, and 
Ralph Young. The women nomin­
ated were: Terri Andrews, Bobby 
King, Miriam Sargent, Widge 
Franzeim, and Judy Johnson.
No Frosh Dorm 
Two bills were postponed for 
further consideration: one a pro­
position to discontinue the fresh­
men dorm, and another to install 
lighting in all UNH parking lots 
in order to discourage stealing.
The pros and cons of the change 
in the date of the Spring Week­
end from May 1, to May 8, were 
debated. The change was made 
to May 8 since this was the only 
date Dave Brubeck would be able 
to come to UNH. The opposition 
to this change was because of the 
eight-hour tech exams on this 
week-end and because all the 
sports events would be off cam -! 
pus. It was decided to find out
Gymnastics Club 
For Men & Women
By Jane Morris
The University of New Hamp­
shire has a co-ed gymnastics club 
this year for the first time.
Originated because of student 
enthusiasm, its purpose is to pro­
vide students with the opportunity 
of learning the fundamental skills 
involved and providing them with 
the chance to perform.
According to Dr. Weiland, and 
Miss Linda Hall, gymnastic in­
structor of the club, the club is 
open to students of all levels of 
skill. It will basically be for re­
creational p u r p o s e s ,  not for 
grooming competitive gymnasts. 
Miss Hall explained.
“ There is no other skill that 
compares with gymnastics -  it is 
a demanding activity of high dif­
ficulty and form,” Weiland said.
Miss Hall said that she feels 
the students are not prepared for 
competition because the high 
schools in New Hampshire did not 
stress gymnastics as much as in 
New York schools where students 
begin learning the fundamental 
skills in elementary, and entering 
national meets by high school.
Dr. Weiland also commented 
that the physical education de­
partment lacks some apparatus 
including horizontal bards and 
still rings. Equipment of this na­
ture usually cost approximately 
$500 per piece of equipment.
The gymnastics club had its 
first meeting March 4. Since then 
it has had three more meetings 
with turn-outs of 40 to 50 men 
and women.
Meetings will be on Thursday 
nights.
In the future. Dr. Weiland hopes 
to form a gymnastics team which 
will be able to compete with other 
colleges.
more about the situation before 
any action was taken.
H. D. Lee Co„ Inc., Kansas City 41, Mo.
Cologne, After Shave, Talc, Deodorant, Soap Bar, Gift Sets Caryl Richards, New York
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Transfer Camp Recruiting; 
Deadline Is Spring Vacation
New Jobs Available to Students
By Bruce Fuller
The Committee for Transfer 
Students, a division of theOrien 
tation Week Committee, is now 
accepting applications from stu­
dents interested in planning and 
working as counselors for next 
year’ s Transfer Camp.
The purpose of Transfer Camp 
is to help transfer students, 
usually from smaller schools, 
orient themselves to life at the 
University and acquaint them with 
upperclassmen so they won’ t feel 
alone the first few weeks on cam­
pus.
Last year the camp was held for 
the first time at Rolling Ridge, 
Mass. The weekend get-together 
is similar to Freshman Camp, 
Activities include discussions on 
University life, talks by faculty 
members, dancing and swim­
ming.
The time and location of next 
year’ s camp has not yet been de­
cided, but will probably be held 
shortly before registration, ac­
cording to Jerry Antonelli, a 
member of the committee.
The Committee expects appror 
ximately 75 transfer students to 
attend the camp.
Although any interested stu­
dents will be considered for a 
counselor’ s position, the com­
mittee hopes that former trans­
fer students, who are familiar 
with the problems facing those 
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(Star o f Tom Jones) 
_______ (6:30 - 8:30)
THURS. APRIL 1
One o f the year’s 10 best
L’AVENTURA
(6:30 - 9:03)
CLOSED UNTIL SUN. 
APRIL 11
school, will apply.
The Committee for Transfers 
plans to interview and select 10 
new counselors by Spring Vaca­
tion. Any students interested can 
call Jerry Antonelli at Ext, 306 
or John Cameron at Acacia,
Interviews are also being given 
by the Orientation Committee for 
students interested in working on 
this committee to o r i e n t a t e  
freshmen. They will be held in 
the Rockingham Room of the 
MUB on Friday, March 26 from 
1:30 pm to 3; and again on Sun­
day evening, March 28, 7-10,
By Martha Emerson
More than one hundred new jobs 
on campus are now available for 
part time employment of stu­
dents, Under the College Work 
and Study Program these new 
jobs have been made available by 
the Federal Government Job Op­
portunity Act of 1964. The student 
payroll which at present employs 
about 370 students per month and 
pays approximately $12,000 to 
these students each month, could 
not provide funds for s^aries 
for more jobs, although the jobs 
were available. The Federal Gov­
ernment provides 9/10 of the 
money needed to pay salaries for 
these jobs; the University must 
supply the other tenth.
The jobs available vary from
l a b o r a t o r y  assistantships to 
clerical work and mainfenahce.
The Math Library in Thomp­
son Hall is now open and staffed 
Svith students working under the 
new program. Also the English* 
Library in Murkland has been 
staffed through the College Work 
and Study Program, Twenty-one 
students have  been employed 
since February under this pro­
gram, Many more opportunities 
are available.
The pay ranges from $1 to 
$1,50 an hour. A student may 
work no more than fifteen hours 
per week.
It is also possible for a stu­
dent to work only a few hours a 
week during vacations and the 
summer. During these periods a
student may work as much as 
forty hours a Week. Incoming 
freshmen qualify for the sum­
mer employment.
To qualify for this program a 
student’ s family must be classi­
fied in the low income bracket. 
An initial allotment of $12,700 
has been made to the University 
for this semester. Miss Stearns, 
financial aids director, -stated 
that this amount will be increased 
as the program expands.
She said that the program is 
intended to spread into high 
schools and junior high schools 
to help students in low income 
families to prepare for college. 
High school students would be 
employed in recreation, educa­
tion, welfare.
A  m e s sa g e  o f im p o rta n c e  to  s o p h o m o re  m en
If you've got what it takes 
to be an Army Officen 
you may qualify for this new 
on-campus training program
A  n e w  A rm y  R O T C  p ro g ram  s tarts  th is  
c o m in g  S u m m e r fo r s o p h o m o re  m en  w h o  a p p ly  
p rio r to  M a y  1— o n ly  3,000 a p p lic a n ts  to  be a c c e p te d
If you’re a sophomore now attending one of the 247 colleges and universities that 
offer Army Officer training—or you plan to transfer to one of these schools next 
Fall—you may qualify for the new two-year Army ROTC program.
This new program—designed especially for college men who have not taken 
Army ROTC during their first two years—will commence with six weeks of 
field training this coming Summer, beginning June 14. Then you’ll have 
on-campus training during your junior year . . . six additional weeks at camp 
during the following Summer . . . and more on-campus training during your 
senior year. Even flight training is offered at some schools.
ROTC training is really a process of learning to organize and direct others— 
to be a leader. Consider how important this ability can be to you throughout life; 
yet, to acquire it you will spend relatively little time in the ROTC classroom. 
You’ll obtain valuable junior management experience . . .  a fuller and richer 
campus life . . . extra spending money ($40 per month during your junior 
and senior school years, and even more during Summer training) . . . and, 
when you graduate, an Army Officer’s commission as Second Lieutenant.
Then you’ll normally spend two interesting years on active duty, often 
abroad with opportunities for travel.
Talk to the Professor of Military Science on.your campus about this 
opportunity. Ask him to describe this new short program in detail.
Or send in the coupon below for complete information. There’s no obligation 
involved, and you’ll not be subjected to any "hard sell’ ’ recruiting effort.
The kind of men the Army wants can decide for themselves if this new 
opportunity is right for them.
I f  y o u ’ re g o o d  e n o u g h  to  be an A rm y  O ff ic e r , 
d o n ’t  s e ttle  fo r  less . S ig n  up n o w  fo r  A rm y  R O T C .
Send in this coupon for more information on this new two-year on-campus Army Officer training program. 
U .S . Army R O TC , Post O ffice  Box 1040, W estbury , N ew  York11591
Please send m e com ple te  in form ation  on th e  new  tw o -ye ar A rm y  R O TC  program . I unders tand  th e re
is no ob ligation  involved. 
N a m e _____________________
C o llege  or U n ivers ity_________________________
Z ip  C ode_______
I exp ect to co m p le te  my sophom ore y e a r o n .
.C am p u s  A d d re s s . 
.C ity _______________ . S ta te .
.1 9 6 .
A R M Y
ROTC
W h ile  I am  not now  a ttend in g  a school th a t offers  A rm y  R O TC  tra in in g , I am  p lann ing  to a ttend  th e  fo llow ing  
school th a t does next Fall; C o llege or U n ivers ity ;______________________________________ ___ _____________________ C -3 6 5
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Increase Of 500  Students 
Announced By Registrar
By Carol Chipman
Mr, Leslie LaFond, Acting Di­
rector of Admissions, plans for a 
freshman class next fall of be­
tween 1,650 and 1,700 students, 
27% of which will be from out of 
state. Along with this number will 
be a group of approximately 210 
transfer students, depending on 
how many more in state students 
are accepted.
Last year 1,873 freshmen were 
accepted and only 1,358 actually 
registered in September, so to 
plan for a class of 1700 a 
much larger number will actually 
be accepted.
Registrar Owen B. Durgin says 
the whole admissions plan calls 
for an increase of about 500 stu­
dents, including 50 graduates. 
Presently, 4,663 students are 
enrolled in the entire University. 
Seven hundred seniors and 300 
graduate students will be gradu­
ating in June.
A total of 3,157 students are
residents on the campus and that 
number will increase in Septem­
ber,
The Housing office claims the 
actual normal capacity of all 
residence halls on campus to be 
1,561, This figure includes the 
new Stoke Hall, which should be 
ready for occupancy in the fall.
Comparing actual residence 
hall capacity with the number of 
students needing to be housed. 
Stoke Hall has not alleviated 
the problems of build-ups, 
Huddleston, and motel occupancy.
“ We don’ t like build-ups any 
more than the student, but ad­
missions accepts them, and we 
house them. Even if we can’ t, 
we house them,” said UNH hous­
ing director Francis H.Gordon,
He also stated that the hous­
ing problem could be solved if 
the University got proposed ap­
propriations for the construction 
of more residence halls on cam­
pus.
Birth Sequence Important For Success
“ First born children have a 
decided edge in the pursuit of 
eminance and fortune,” Dr. Wil­
liam Altus, professor of psy­
chology at the University of Cali­
fornia, told the Collegiate Press 
Service,
“ The youngest child has an 
advantage over the one in the 
middle,” he added.
Sequence of birth is definitely 
linked to college attendance, ac­
cording to Dr. Altus’ findings in 
studies at the University of Cali­
fornia campus since 1960.
“ I noted that the proportion of 
first borns we had on campus 
was markedly out of line with 
what should be expected,”
“ Of the 1817 representatives 
of the two-child family, 1,144 or 
'62.96 per cent were first born; 
and only 673 or 34.04 per cent 
were second born.
Begin a Career 
in the skies as a
UNITED AIR LINES 
STEWARDESS
•  Fly with the airline that originated the world’s first 
stewardess seiwice over 30 years ago; the airline that 
operates more jet airplanes than any other airline in 
the world.
•  Find genuine satisfaction in serving passengers of 
every nationality as the Company’s in-flight representa­
tive.
•  Gain poise and self-confidence in your “ home in the sky.”
•  Liberal fringe benefits including free and reduced rate 
transportation.
WOULD YOU CONSIDER SUCH A CAREER?
Requirements: single, minimum age 20 (applicants 19% 
will be considered for future classes), minimum of high 
school diploma, two years college strongly preferred, 
glasses and contact lenses may be acceptable.
If you meet these qualifications, act now]






Personnel Dept., UNITED AIR LINES
Hanger No. 8, J. F. Kennedy International Airport
Jamaica, New York 11430
Traffic Policy 
Changes Made
The University Traffic Com­
mittee has announced two major 
changes in campus parking po­
licy.
Courtesy cards will be given to 
visitors in using campus parking 
areas. It will then be easier, 
the committee reported, to diff­
erentiate between actual visitors 
on campus and operators of un­
registered campus cars.
The Committee also plans to 
speed up billing procedures for 
fines. The change was made in 
response to recent complaints 
from vehicle operators about long 
delays in billing.
Present parking regulations 
for students include:
1. Parking on campus is pro­
hibited except in properly desig­
nated areas.
2; All operators of vehicles 
must register their vehicles to 
use campus parking facilities,
3. Vehicles parked in violation 
of regulations will be tagged by 
campus police.
4. Fines must be paid within 
seven days at Room 107, Thomp­
son Hall.
5. Operators who have en­
countered emergency circum­
stances, w h o s e  vehicles have 
been tagged, may petition for a 
waver of fine at Room 107, with­
in seven days of the violation. 
The petition will be acted upon 
promptly and the vehicle opera­
tor notified.
6. An invoice for unpaid fines 
will be sent to the operator whose 
vehicle has been tagged after 
seven days. As has been the es­
tablished practice a penalty fee 
of a dollar will be added to the 
invoice to pay for the cost of 
handling bill transactions. Fines 
and fees for handling after seven 
days will be paid to the cashier 
in the Business Office.
The Committee stated that it 
will issue a pamphlet in the near 
future explaining the regulations.
“ It should be remembered that 
the Committee cannot create new 
space,” they stated, “but can only 
administer existing space as ben­
eficially as possible for the user.
Stoke Hall 83 Feet High; 
Finished, Will House 650
By Steve Emery 
The tallest building on campus, 
83 foot high Stoke Hall, will be 
ready for “ beneficial occupancy” 
by September 10,1965, and ninety 
days afterwards the first “phase” 
of the building will have been 
completed.
The Davidson Construction 
Company is in charge of the build­
ing and were a w a r d e d  a 
$1,432,560 contract by the Uni­
versity trustees. The building’ s 
architect is Leo Provost of Man-
Troubled Thief 
Returns Books
Two cartons of books -  forty- 
four volumes in all, were de­
posited at the doorsteps of the 
Library last Tuesday morning.
The books, missing from the 
library for more than four years, 
were returned by an unidentified 
person.
“Judging from the subject mat­
ter of most of these books,” 
Mr, Robert Stone, librarian said, 
“no casual pilferer is involved 
here -  rather, some complex in­
dividual with a substantial in­
terest in philosophy, religion, 
history and (theoretically) ethics, 
but one who seems to have de­
veloped a conscience compara­
tively late in life.”
Stone added that fourteen of 
the books had been written off 
as “ discards” and will be rein­
stated. Another seventeen had al­
ready been replaced; each re­
turned item in this group will now 
be a second copy.
Stone also said that as a sug­
gestion for National Library 
Week (April 25-May 1) “ others 
now in possession of Library 
property follow the examples of 
this lone penitent.
“ Anonymous contributions will 
be gratefully received,” he added.
The State of New Hampshire’ s 
official bird is the Purple Finch, 
The bird prefers to live in open 
woods and swamps or near human 
houses.
Chester,
Stoke Hall is named in honor of 
Dr. Harold W. Stoke, president 
of the University from 1944 to 
1947.
The first “phase” or wing, of 
the new dormitory on campus will 
house 350 students including ap­
proximately 48 graduate stu­
dents, The second “phase” or 
wing, is to be built later on and 
will house 300 additional stu­
dents. Upon completion, the 
building will be Y-shaped.
Stoke is, naturally enough, in 
the higher-cost bracket. A single 
room is $380 per year, doubles 
will run $330 annually. It will 
be a men’ s residence hall next 
year, according to present plans.
The building consists of eight 
floors (basement excluded). A 
large lobby is planned for the first 
floor, and in the first construc­
tion “ phase” the graduate stu­
dents of Stoke will live in single 
rooms in the two wings of the 
building on the first floor.
Occupants of the eighth floor 
need not fret about tired legs; 
there will be elevators in the 
building. The top floor also pro­
vides a fine view of the UNH 
campus, as midnight strollers 
through the unfinished edifice 
may perhaps have observed.
One UNH coed said that she and 
her date have walked up to the 
8th floor frequently to “watch 
the stars,”
Residents of Stoke will eat in 
nearby Stillings Hall.
There will be electrical heating 
with a thermostat in each room. 
The outside center section of the 
building will be of blue brick and 
the sides will be of white and 
red brick. The roof is now being 
put on.
The addition of this new, large 
dormitory wiU still fail to alle­
viate crowded housing conditions 
next year, (See article on housing, 
this page).
The ground level of Stoke will 
contain thq offices of the Director 
of Housing next year. The build­
ing has also been purposefully 
constructed to serve as head­
quarters for summer confer­
ences and workshop groups.
Should 
use it, 1bo?
(TheyH probably let it qo to ftieir heads)
But then, wouldn’t any man? If he suddenly 
found all those starry-eyed gals looking at him?
So, if you think you can handle It, go 
ahead, use SHORT CUT! It’ll tame the 
wildest crew cut, brush cut, any cut; 
give it more body, more life. Keep it 
under control. And make you look 
great! Try it (if you dare!) . . .  Old 
Sp ice SHORT CUT Hair 
Groom byShulton . . .  tube 
or jar, on/y .50 plus tax.
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Work on Stoke Hall, new men’s high rise dormitory, is seen 
through the camera eye o f staff photographer, Tony Gilmore, 
The 83 foot structure will eventually house 650 graduate and 
undergraduate students. Partial completion by next fall will 
allow 350 students to live in it next September. Work was be­
gun on Stoke late this fall when tractors seemed to move in 
overnight to carve their tunnels. Though the setting sun is 
forever blocked from Schofield Hall, the view from the roof at 
night is said to be “ unbelievable.”  Ask any student who can read 
a “Keep Out”  sign. He’ll tell you.
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Fieser Also Mode Bat Bomb
(Continued from page 1) 
Some of his early projects 
were working with poison gas 
and with nitro-compounds to de 
velop better explosives, but one 
of the biggest was the discovery 
that a DuPont compound could 
be used in a incendiary bomb, 
The testing grounds for these eX' 
periments were the Harvard soc 
cer field and in back of the Har' 
vard stadium. The bomb which 
resulted from the discovery was 
the M 47, used against Japan sue 
cessfully, and now being used in 
Viet Nam,
This incendiary was adapted 
for the Air Force to be used 
as a waterproof match nicknamed 
the Harvard candle and as a de­
vice to ignite oil slicks in enemy 
harbors. This was called the Paul
A T  T H E S E  F I N E  S T O R E S
MAINE
Caribou, Johnston’s Jewelers, 
Inc.








Rutland, F. B. Howard Co. 
Inc.
Revere “ because it would work on 
land and on sea,* Dr. Fieser ex­
plained.
Dr. Fieser and his group of 
chemists worked on a bat bomb 
also. “ A bat weighs about 15 
grams and can carry a load of 
about 18 grams,” he said. “ Bats 
don’ t like to be outside; they 
seek shelter. We devised a small 
bomb with a timing device to be 
strapped on the bat’ s back. The 
bat could be cooled to make them 
hibernate, dropped from a plane 
over enemy territory, and as they 
hit the warm air, they would come 
out of hibernation. They would 
seek shelter and when the bomb 
went off it would set fire to the 
home or wherever they went,”
The bat bomb plan was called 
off by the government and no 
reason given, “We may have been 
accused of carrying on biological 
warfare if we went through with 
it,” Dr, Fieser said.
The ingredient in the napalm 
bomb is a sticky substance which 
can be impressed into a small ball 
about the size of a fifty cent 
piece. This substance is soluble 
in gasoline and other petroleums. 
Dr, Fieser explained.
“ During the German tank 
movements through Poland we 
sabotaged the tanks when they 
stopped to get fuel in Poland,” 
he said. “ The man filling the tank 
would drop a pellet of the material 
into the gas tank and after the 
tanks had gone several miles the 
solid, which turned into a gooey 
mess, went into the carberator 
and stopped the whole works,”
In his technical lecture Tues­
day, addressed mainly to chemis­
try students, he spoke about or­
ganic chemistry. He also gave the 
audience a commercial for Fie­
ser models of atomic structures, 
a product which he manufactures. 
Dr. Fieser and his wife are 
co-authors of several textbooks 
of chemistry. He has written sev­
eral hundred scientific papers.
Mr, Kimio Eto, famous koto 
virtuoso, will present a concert 
on April 1 at 1 p.m, in the Straf­
ford Room of the Memorial Union 
Building.
ROBERT P . A U E
Doctor of Optometry




Prompt Service on 
Repairs of All Tsrpes 
47< Ceatrsl Arc. Dorer 
Tclephoao SH 2-S719
Kimio Eta, noted Japanese musician, will give a koto recital 
in the Strafford Room of the Memorial Union at 1 p.m. next 
Thursday.
Eta, who is blind, is heralded as the foremost koto authority 
in the world.
Next Wednesday he will give a lecture demonstration on the 
instrument in Room M213 Paul Arts Center at 3 p.m.
Eta made his debut at Carnegie Hall three years ago.
The recital is sponsored by the Music Department at UNH,
Fifty-Foot Balloon Will Carry 
Instruments Aloft-110,000 Feet
By Marsha Feldman
Befuddled passers -  by have 
been gazing for the past week at 
the strange looking ‘ boxes’ dang­
ling from a tree limb in front of 
Demeritt Hall.
The mysterious oblong and 
square shaped packages, wrapped 
in foil and tape, contain trans­
mitting devices and in a week 
or so will be recording and mea­
suring gamma radiation in the far 
reaches of the upper atmosphere. 
A fifty-foot balloon will carry the 
transmitting devices to a pro­
jected height of 110,000 feet.
The project is being conducted 
by physics graduate student Jo­
seph Dickey for his master’ s the­
sis.
According to Dickey, the ob­
ANNOUNCEMENT  
After Spring Vacation 
W e W ill Close at 8
New Hours:
Mon - Sat. 9 - 8  
Sun. 1 1 - 8
The Wildcat
ject of the flight is to study ra­
diation given off by nuclear re­
actions on the surface of the sun. 
The electromagnetic or gamma 
radiation is about times more 
energetic and penetrating than 
light.
Dickey and his collaborators in 
the Physics Department have 
been holding vials of radioactive 
materials at varying distances 
from the transmitters to test the 
receivers located in the base­
ment of Demeritt.
The launch will take place from 
the football field within the next 
week or two when the ‘ boxes’ 
will be taken from the ten-foot 
limb and hurtled into the vast 
regions of outer space.
P IZ Z A
TA K E  A  B R EA K  FROM  STUD YIN G
COME TO GRANT’S a n d  h a v e
A  DELICIOUS P IZZA
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders of 
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.
PRICED FROM .90 -1 .5 0




“ James Reeb had to die,..and 
sacrifices such as his will con­
tinue to be necessary until there 
are no longer black brothers, but 
only brothers,” said Professor 
Hugh Potter of the English De­
partment at the Memorial Service 
for the Reverend James Reeb^
F r i d a y  afternoon approxi­
mately 200 students and faculty 
gathered in the Strafford Room 
of the Memorial Union to pay tri­
bute to the Unitarian minister who 
died March 11. Reeb was partici­
pating in the civil rights demon­
strations in S e l m a ,  Alabama, 
March 9 when he was fatally beat­
en by whites.
The Unitarian Fellowship ar­
ranged the memorial service. 
Members of the area’ s clergy 
were asked to give prayers. Par­
ticipating in the service were 
Reverend Daniel Novotny, Con­
gregational, Father J, Desmond 
O’Connor, Catholic, Reverend 
Albert Snow, Episcopalian, Rabbi 
Maurice Kirshenbaum, and Rev­
erend Joseph B, Axenroth, Uni­
tarian. Professors Richard Dew­
ey and Hugh Potter also spoke. 
Professor Duyrea made arrange­
ments for the service.
Student reaction to Reeb’ s 
death seems to coincide with 
Professor P o t t e r ’ s statement 
that this is certainly not the first 
and will not be the last death 
coming out of the civil rights 
movement.
“ One death does not stop hat­
red,” sophomore Harold Koll- 
mier said. “ It makes people step 
back a little but not for long. Of 
course, everyone is sorry, but 
they were sorry when Medgar 
Evers was killed too,”
Gil Ferandes, a senior from 
Portuguese Guinea, expressed a 
similar feeling, “ After a while 
you get used to hearing that some­
one has been killed in the South. 
It is another name to add to those 
of Medgar Evers and the three 
students killed during the sum­
mer.”
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SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store 
Maiplewood Avenue, Portsmouth. N.H.





The University of Maine baseball team, which travelled all 
the way to the NCAAA tourney in Omaha last spring ,̂ will again 
rank as the favorite when the 1965 Yankee Conference base­
ball season opens next month.
With shortstop Dick DeVarney (also the Maine football 
quarterback) anchoring down the infield and hurler Joe Ferris 
back the Bears should be sure bets to come close to their 8-2 
YC mark last season. Both Ferris and DeVarney were named to 
the 1964 all-Conference team along with outfielder Ron Lanza; 
on the other hand two UNHers on the all-star squad will be 
among the missing when coach Andy Mooradian unveils his 
Wildcat squad on their spring trip.
Ahrendt Gone
Centerfielder Dick Ahrendt (in the Cubs system) and Peter 
Merrill, a slick second baseman both are not available to UNH 
this spring. However, another All-Conference man —  Pete Van 
Buskirk — will be back.
Van Buiskirk, a versatile man who can ipiitch and play third 
base, will help to bolster UNH’s strongest spot, pitching. Pete 
will be joined by John Strobel, last season’s winningest hurler, 
Mike Hargreaves, a junior who saw only nine innings o f service 
last spring.
Also on the hurling corps will be Chudk Landroche, a soph­
omore who last year was unbeaten for coach Ted Conners’ fresh­
man team, and Rick Doherty another sophomore.
Paul Larkin, a .250 hitter in 1964 while playing the outfield 
will probably be shifted to second base when the season starts 
filling Merrill’s vacated spot. His bat along with that o f catcher 
Cal FisIkTs are expected to help offset the loss o f Ahrendt.
Dave Federowicz and Cliff Chadwick will also fill a couple 
of starting berths with a Ifiock of sophomores plugging for the 
other four starting positions.
Finish Fourth Last Year
Last year UNH finished fourth in the standings with a 4-6 
mark. Maine was 8-2, Vermont 6-4, Rhode Island 5-5, and 
UMass and Connecticut were both 3-6.
UNH has finished last in four of the last seven years (1962, 
1961, 1960, and 1958), but 1965 could be an! entirely different 
story if the sophomores come through.
Roster
Others making the bid for UNH’s baseball representative 
include Paul Burtt, Don C'artmill, Dave Crowley, John Collian- 
der, Tuffy Clark, Mike Hartman, John Hoffman, Jack Knox, 
Marshall Lefferts, Kent Moore, John O’Brien, Mike Yankoski, 
Peter Zotto, Bob Walsh.
if she doesn’t give it to you...
— get it yourself!
JADE EASE
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50 
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50 
Deodorant Stick, $1.75 
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $ 8 .5^
B frajf Cologne, $3.50 
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00 
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00 
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50 swank, new york -  sole distributor
Sport Shorts
New head football coach War­
ren Harris has issued a call to 
all those who are interested in 
playing varsity football next fall 
for a spring meeting.
The meeting is scheduled for 
next Wednesday, March 31 at 
eight p.m. in New Hampshire 
Hall, Room 16.
In the semi-finals of the UNH 
intramural bowling competition 
Phi Mu Delta, the League A win­
ner, met Alexander (C) last night 
for the right to roll off against 
TKE tonight for the title. TKE 
finished first in League B during 
the regular season.
The Un i t e d  States Marine 
Corps Band made its first public 
appearance at the Tun Tavern
Win a Honda 
just for being born
Your own birth date may have already won you a 
Honda in Parker Pen's Birthday Sweepstakes!
For example, if your birth date is December 1st, 1942, your entry is 12-1-42. Just fill in the 
coupon below-take it to your Parker Dealer for his signature-and then send it to us. And you 
might as well know this: you winners have your choice of n  Jk g j  | X
Hondas . . .  the powerful C-110, or the deluxe CA-102. |  L
Congratulations! , . . ,Maker of the world s most wanted pens 
I---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
New Compact Jotter. First girl-size ball pen made 
for girl-size hands. Uses the big 80,000-word Jotter 
refill. $1.98.
T-Ball Jotter. The world’s first ball pen with stain­
less steel— writes a clean, clear line up to 80,000 
words. $1.98.
Parker 45 Convertible. The pen that fills two ways— 
with handy reserve ink cartridges, or from an ink 
bottle. Standard model-$ 5 .0 0 .
0  1965 cjs THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN, U .S .A .
Take this coupon to your Parker Pen Dealer 




See your Parker Dealer right away for complete Sweepstakes 
rules. No purchase required. Contest voided in Wisconsin, 
New Jersey, and wherever else prohibited by law. Contest 
closes April 30, 1965.
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Toby Kimball, Connecticut’ s 
towering basketball center, paced 
his UConn teammates to the Yan­
kee Conference title and a trip to 
the NCAA tourney, but with the 
hoop season at a close Kimball 
is earning accolades of his own.
Kimball, who averaged 19.8 
points and 20.1 rebounds in 23 
games for the UConns, continues 
to reap in honors. The latest 
were All-New England, AP, and 
UPI teams; All ECAC, honorable 
mention Little All -  American, 
both UPI and AP.
In a Connecticut News Bureau 
news release here’ s what some 
coaches think of the 6-8 Kimball:
“ The best big man we played 
against in New England. Should 
make All-New England” -  Bill 
Olson (UNH).
“One of the strongest men in 
the league, cuts the other team’ s 
percentage taking the rebounds, 
backbone of team.” -  Brian Mc­
Call (U Maine).
“ I think Toby Kimball is an 
outstanding big man. He is ex­
ceptionally strong and particu­
larly important to his team. His 
main asset is his strong work off 
the boards both on offense and 
defense.” -  Joe Mullaney (Pro­
vidence)
“ I would love to have had Toby 
Kimball on my team strictly from 
a standpoint of attitude alone. I 
have always been very impressed 
with his wonderful competitive 
spirit.” -  Floyd Wilson (Harvard)
The United States M a r i n e  
Corps Band made its first public 
appearance at the Tun Tavern in 
Philadelphia on July 4,1800.
Versatile Peter Van Buskirk, who just completed the hockey 
season winning the Roger Leclerc Trophy, had no rest as he 
and the UNH baseball team prepare for the spring trip in two 
weeks. Van Buskirk, a defenseman for Rube Bjorkman’ s hockey 
sextet, will perform both on third and pitching for the Wildcats 
this spring.
Lacrosse coach Bill Haubrich, 
beginning his first full year since 
tl̂ e death of Whoops Snively, has 
been shaping his squad into top 
form preparing for spring pro­
gram which begins April 3 at 
CCNY.
The probable starting midfield 
of senior Sterl Hammond, Tom 
Packard, and Bob Dearborn have 
looked good in early scrimmages 
and coach Haubrich is expecting 
a potent offense from the group 
At present the second mid- 
field shapes up with Dick Mc­
Lean, tri-captain Ken Olson and 
junior Paul Lovallo while the 
sophomore alignment of Bill 
Johnson, Forbes Farmer, and 
Jed Brummer has shown plenty 
of hustle to date.
Expect Ballo to Star 
Coach Haubrich also expects 
good things from Pete Ballo who 
will work on an attack combina­
tion with Phil DeTurk and Tommy 
Allison. Ballo, last year’ s second 
highest scorer behind graduated 
Mike Eastwood, is another of the 
Wildcat tri-captains.
The second attack trio is com­
posed of Laury Bean, Rick Sykes, 
and David Proctor. Sykes along 
with Bob Dearborn are back after 
a year’ s absence from school.
Several football players make 
up the defense corps. Bruce Gil­
bert will in all probability play 
the crease attack while Bill Ja- 
jesnica will draw the assignment 
of guarding the opposition’ s lead­
ing scorer. Jim O’ Shaugnessy has 
moved in from midfield to help on 
the defense.
Doug Murphy, Bob DeVantrey, 
Jim Davies, and Dick Stott com­
plete the front line defensemen.
Top Notch Goalie 
The lighest man on the team, 
140 pound Brian Poole, will bear 
the heaviest load as he starts his 
third season as goalie. Poole has 
been given Honorable Mention the
O'NEIU RESTAURANT
EVERY WEDNESDAY





Real Mashed Potato or F.F.
OPEN 9 .a.m. - 7 p.m. (Mon. - Fri,)
10:30 am. 7 p.m. - 7 p.m. (Sat, - Sun.)
SAFE AS COFFEE
THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz^'*’ keeps you mentally 
alert with the same safe re­
fresher found in coffee. Yet 
N oDoz is faster, handier, more 
reliable. Absolutely not habit­
forming. Next time monotony
makes you feel drowsy while 
studying, working or driving, 
do as millions do . . . perk up 
with safe, e ffective  N oD oz  
Keep Alert Tablets,
Another fine product of Grove Liboratories.
SPIRING HOUSE CLEANING SALE 
A T  TOW N & CAMPUS
All Bemat Yam s 40%  Off 
STOREWIDE PAPERBACK BOOK SALE 
All Books 20%  Off
TOWN & CAMPUS
SENIORS /
Please Come In And Be 
Measured For Your
Cap & Gown
Before The Easter Vacation 




Max St. Victor of Haiti, a 
p l a c e  kicking specialist for 
Northeastern the past three years 
has signed a pro grid contract 
with the New York Jets.
St. Victor was a star in the 
last two meetings between UNH 
and the Huskies as he booted key 
field goals with his soccer style 
boot.
The 6-3, 220 pound St. Victor 
kicked one through the UNH up­
rights from 30 yards out in 1963 
and during his history at North­
eastern, reportedly booted ’ em 
50 yards during scrimmage ses­
sions.
St. Victor will have to com­
pete with Jim Turner for the Jets’ 
kicking position.
past two seasons in the A ll- 
American poll.
Backing up Poole (the other 
t r i - c a p t a i n s )  are sophomore 
Piggy DeCarlo and Dave Latvis, 
DeCarlo was the freshman goalie 
last season while Latvis took 
care of the Kitten schores in 
1963.
A fourth midfield line which 
will see extensive service in­
cludes Ed Govoni, Peter McGuirk 
and Charlie Nelson.
Others on the squad who will 
get into action during the spring 
are Bill Baybutt, Doug Carr, Bob 
Mulroy, and Bob Doherty.
On July 21, 1944, the Third 
Marine Division landed on Guam, 
to mark the first American soil 
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Pittsfield Minister Opposes Any Trips South
(Continued from page 1) 
Columbia South Carolina a s ‘ agi­
tators’ under the pretext of regis­
tering Negro voters,
“ Their presence there serves
Drinon . . . .
(Continued from page 1)
not rely on the moral sense of 
the white society, and revela­
tion of spirit is in order among 
all sympathizers to change the 
situation, according to Drinon, 
“ The White society has de­
prived these people,” he said, 
“ and now should be willing to give 
of itself. Otherwise, the Negro 
society can never catch up.” 
When asked by a listener if this 
means showing preference to a 
Negro, with the same qualifica­
tions as a white man, Drinon 
said, “ Yes. Definitely. We have 
sinned against the Negro and 
should now shoulder our respon- 
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only as an irritant to the South 
Carolinians who live in the bi- 
racial community.”
Axenroth, who said that he read 
the letter in the LEADER before 
he received it in the mail, sent 
Morgan a letter in answer.
In it he said, “ There will be no 
agitation or ‘ agitators’ in Col­
umbia, S.Co There were none in 
Richmond, Va. last year when 
UNH students conducted a simi­
lar voter registration drive in 
that city. The program is intended 
primarily as an educational ex­
perience for the students involved 
and secondarily as constructive 
contribution to the civil rights 
struggle.”
When asked why she was going. 
Heather Hall, a sophomore said, 
“ I want to see for myself. It’ s 
under my skin. I’ ve never been 
down South and I want to form 
my own opinions,”
All members of the group will 
be briefed on non-violence pro­
cedures when they arrive in Co-
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BLACK &  WHITE  
For Certificates —  Composites - Etc. 
Gold &  Silver 
All Sizes
HARDWARE HOUSE
lumbia. No incidents of antago­
nism occurred last year. Man­
gold said.
He added that during last Spring 
vacation the group of about 65 
students registered over 200 
Negroes, and the efforts were 
later increased by other groups,
Columbia is the capital of South 
Carolina and the county seat of 
Richmond County. Its population 
includes 70,000 Negroes and 
200,000 whites.
Miss UNH Pageant
Fifteen girls were chosen as 
finalists in the Miss UNH contest 
last night.
They are. Laurel Barney, Pam 
Campbell, Kathy Donavan, Judy 
Eastman, Meryl Johnson, Lynda 
Kodwyck, Judy Long, Laurie 
Marden, Louise Meunier, Helen 
Mulligan, Linda Peterson, Janice 
Pitt, Nancy Stewart, Marcia Tal­
bert and Martha Vintinner,
The pageant will be held April 
17 in the Strafford room of the 
Memorial Union.
The girls will compete on three 
levels: talent, bathing suit, and 
evening gown.
Bethe. . .
(Continued from page 1)
tegic stability. “ If w€ build anti- 
ballistic missiles, Russia would 
build more offensive missiles.” 
Bethe described the recent 
Test Ban as a treaty which 
“ greatly relaxed the political ten­
sions of the world.” He urged 
that there be a treaty to forbid 
proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
The U.S.-sponsored multilateral 
nuclear force would be such a 
proliferation, he said,
Bethe feels that delivery sys­
tems are very important inrela' 
tion to multi-nation agreements 
to disarmament. “ The U.S. is 
superior in the number of de­
livery systems and is reluctant to 
parity. Russia is reluctant to 
undergo a percent reduction,” 
Bethe described an inspection 
treaty which “ must have inspec­
tion to determine the number of 
armaments left, not the number 
destroyed,”
According to Bethe, “ complete 
and general disarmament” is not 
now possible but the possibilities 
for arms control, prevention of a 
new proliferation of weapons, and 
new weapon inventions should be 
realized.
MICHAUD BUS LINES, Inc.
Connecting with Greyhound in Boston
SPECIAL VACATION SCHEDULE
TO BOSTON AND OTHER POINTS
BUSES LEAVE 
GRANT’S ON FRIDAY, APRIL 2 
8 :0 5  a.m.
1:05  a.m.
6 :0 5  p.m.
BUSES RETURN SUNDAY, APRIL 11 
Depart BOSTON (GREYHOUND) A T  
6 :0 0  p.m.
7 :30  p.m.
9 :0 0  p.m.
ARRIVES:




Sales &  Service
— Parts & Accessories 
— Service on all- makes 
— English Bikes Used & 
Reconditioned for Sale 
— Carriage W heels Re­
paired and Retired 
— Exercise - A - Bike For 
Rent
— Bicycles Built for Two 
for Hire
— Skates Sharpened 
— Keys Made 
517 */2 Central Ave., Dover 




Beginning in our next issue, THE NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
will run a Classified Ad Section. This is to help the 
many students on campus who have requested such a 
service. Our motto is : Reach the most people the fastest 
way at the cheapest costs. The Rate is :
15 Word Min. —$.75
Copy must be turned in to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Office (M UB) on Mon. or W ed. From 3 :15  to 5 :15.
These dates and hours will shortly be extended.
Conference Center
(Continued from page 1)
education and existing facilities,”
Jack Williams, a sociology 
graduate student, said: “Cer­
tainly, in terms of New England 
as a whole, we lack a good cul­
tural center. If the center were 
in Boston, we are in close proxi­
mity and could make use of it, 
but for those farther away, this 
isn’ t feasible,
“ The center is basically a good 
idea, but I can’ t help wondering 
about the timing of the project 
with the rise in tuition and room 
rent and the new buildings being 
constructed.”
Robert Dishman, professor of 
government, commented: “ Ithink 
that the education center is a fine 
idea, and I hope that we come 
through with the money, I’ m sure 
that faculty and students will 
comply with the request if we can 
get the K e l l o g g  Foundation 
grant.”
Allen Linden, professor of his­
tory said, “I don’ t think that the 
continuing education center will 
effect the students much. It will 
only be good for the faculty and 
provide an inn for parents.”
“ University funds should be 
channelled in ways that would be 
more beneficial to the students,” 
John Wallace, a freshman, said. 
“ We are definitely over crowded, 
and the money could be used for 
new dorm s,”
“ I think that the center is good 
because it will attract many  
people who otherwise would not 
come here,” senior Nel Spierer 
said. “ By asking students and fac­
ulty to coordinate to the center 
they have made it partly ours,”
At Great Bay’s
LOT!!
OJK. Used Cars with Radio 
and Heater
1964 Chevelle Malibu 4 Dr 6 
Std.
Still under factory warranty, 
Ck). Car. Substantial Dis­
count or extra good trade. 
Low mileago.
1963 Chev. Biscayne 4 Dr 6 
Std Very Clean $1638
1962 Chev 2 Dr 6 Std. an 
8000 MUe Puff $1688
1961 Chev. Impala Conv. 8 
Ant. Pwr Steer and Brakes 
$1688
1961 Chev 8 Pass Carryall 
with end gate and Posi- 
traetiim $1488
1961 Corvair 700 Cpe (N o 
Buckets) Aut. Trans $988
1960 Chev Impala 4 Dr 8 P / 
steer and Brakes $1125 
1960 Chev Impala 4 Dr P / 
steer 8 Aut. $1088
1960 Rambler 2 Dr American 
6 Std. 7 Ck>od tires Low 
m ileage $488
AS IS, GOOD VALUE 
SPECIALS
1959 Chev Pickup $625 
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